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Activity within
ENDURE



Publication of
results in a journal





Many questions for different disciplines
Answers of plant pathologists on efficacy
in bioassay and in the field not sufficient
Input needed to answer questions very
different

 Collect questions
 Systematic stepwise approach for
screening
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Antagonist screening: Example 1


Damping4off caused by

Rhizoctonia solani




Lambs lettuce sown in cold
greenhouses at 0 4 5°C
Trichoderma harzianum isolated
in Iran
In vitro screening followed by pot
experiments
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Antagonists screening (2): apple scab
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Screening criteria for the development of commercial
products for biocontrol of plant pathogens
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Consider many relevant questions
$$$$$
Use stepwise approach
Consider commercial questions early
$$$$$$$$$$
Give the cheap answers first
Avoid expensive field testing with the wrong candidates
Use expertise of different disciplines
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Collaboration of BCA4industry and Research Institutes

‘BCA shopping’




high public
investments
few products

‘Tailor4made BCAs’


market driven



cost effective



fast
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Thank you, and let us discuss –
now or in the coffee breaks
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